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"IGNORANTIA JURIS NON EXCUSAT":
REMOTELY PILOTED AIRCRAFT-SAFETY CONCERNS,
VIOLATIONS, AND THE NEED FOR AWARENESS
DR. SOFIA MICHAELIDES-MATEOU*

ABSTRACT
A new era in aviation has unfolded with the rapid development of remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) technology, which has
essentially become the new paradigm in the aerospace domain
and the aviation industry.' This evolution is now allowing for the
integration of unmanned aircraft in the airspace to become a
reality.' Some countries have already begun authorizing RPA
operations in non-segregated airspace, largely in response to increasing demand by operators and manufacturers.' It is imperative that a legal framework be put in place in order to permit
civil RPA use while ensuring high levels of "safety[,] security,
and privacy."4 At present, it is up to the national regulatory authority of each member state to draft policies and procedures
for flying RPA recreationally and to grant permission for using
RPA commercially. 5 In Europe, the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA) has the authority to regulate unmanned aircraft6
with a maximum take-off weight "of no more than 150 kg."
Manufacturers and operators are thus required to obtain individual authorization from each member state, as there is no
common regulatory framework governing RPAs at the moment.7
* Dr. Sofia Michaelides-Mateou, Associate Professor, Department of Aviation,
Abu Dhabi University.
I Commission Communication on Opening the Aviation Market to the Civil Use of Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems in a Safe and Sustainable Manner, at 2, COM (2014)
207 final (Aug. 4, 2014) [hereinafter Commission Communication].
2 See id.
1 Id.
4

Id. at 4.

5 See id. at 4-5.

6 Council Regulation 216/2008, Annex II, 2008 O.J. 1.79/1, 1.79/32-1.79/33
(EC). EASA has the competence only for unmanned aircraft above 150 kg. See id.
7 See Commission Communication, supra note 1, at 4.
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Current rules and procedures vary from country to country and
may differ depending on such factors as whether the device is
used recreationally or commercially and whether the device is
classified as light or heavy.8 Because many RPA users may be
unaware of the applicable laws, these users may inadvertently
endanger other persons or property and thus may be prosecuted for flying their "toy" drone. In such cases, a plea of "ignorance of the law" will fail.9 As the Latin term ignorantiajurisnon
excusat so aptly states, ignorance of the law is not an excuse."
This article outlines the rapid increase in civilian use of RPAs
as well as some of the recent innovative uses of such devices
before discussing some of the dangers of flying RPAs in an uncontrolled environment. A number of cases where operators of
RPAs have been held accountable for violations are discussed in
order to highlight the lack of awareness regarding the laws, policies, or regulations that govern the flying of RPAs by the general
public. Tourists are particularly affected." Needless to say, this
state of affairs brings to the fore the ever-increasing need for
concise and understandable laws and policies that are both available and accessible to all RPA stakeholders so that they may
safely and legally operate these revolutionary devices. 2
I.

INTRODUCTION

IN JULY 2014, a German

national on vacation in the United
States visited Yellowstone National Park intending to record a
video for a non-profit organization with an RPA on which he
affixed a GoPro camera.13 Shortly after takeoff, the remote pilot
apparently lost control of the device, which then fell into a
lake.14 The RPA, camera, and SD card were recovered ten days
later by a diver.' 5 The National Park Service had banned the
launching, operating, or landing of any RPAs in national parks
See id. at 5-6, 8.
9 Antonio Gambaro, Legislative Multilingualism and ComparativeLaw: A European
Perspective, 17.3 UNIFORM L. REV. - REVUE DE DROIT UNIFORME 407, 407-11 (2012).
10 See id.
11 See infra text accompanying notes 13-21.
12 See Commission Communication, supra note 1, at 4.
13 Joel Christie, German Tourist Banned From Yellowstone National Park and Placed
on ProbationAfter CrashingHis Drone Into Lake, MAILONLINE (Sept. 23, 2014), available at http://wwv.dailymail.co.uk/home/article-2766620/German-touristbanned-Yellowstone-National-Park-placed-probation-crashing-drone-lake-onemonth-aircrafts-outlawed.html#ixzz3H341kdUH.
14 Id.
15 Id.
8
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or waters a month before the incident after receiving complaints
that RPAs had disrupted visitors and posed a risk to the surroundings.16 The tourist was formally charged. 7 He pleaded
guilty to three federal charges: (1) violating the park's drone
ban; (2) filming without a permit; and (3) leaving property unattended. 18 An additional charge of giving a false report to a
government employee was dropped. 9 The tourist was fined
$1,600, was banned from the park for one year, and received
one year of unsupervised probation to be served in Germany. z°
It is important to note that this RPA user claimed that he was in
compliance with filming regulations in the park.2 '
II.

RPA SYSTEMS

RPA systems, 22 or unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), are commonly referred to as RPAs,23 unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs),24 or drones. RPAs are flown either under the control of
a pilot who is on the ground or autonomously by following a
pre-programmed path. 5
The exponential growth in use of this revolutionary and profitable technology for civilian and recreational purposes raises
several complex legal issues and highlights safety, social, and
ethical concerns.2 6 The use of RPAs undoubtedly adds a new
layer of complexity to many thorny issues such as those of safety,
surveillance, and privacy abuse. One example of these problems
16 Id.
17 Id.
18 Id.
19 Id.
20 Id.
21 Emma Breysse, Y'stone Drone Pilot Charged After Crash: German Videographer
Claims He Had Permit ForIllegalDevice,Jackson Hole News & Guide (Sept. 3, 2014,
4:30 AM), available at http://www.jhnewsandguide.com/news/cops_courts/ystone-drone-pilot-charged-after-crash/article_1 31657bb-8331-52ce-90c1-ce0eea31
f444.html.
22 Int'l Civil Aviation Org. [ICAO], Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), at vii, x,
ICAO Cir 328-AN/190 (RPA system is "[a] set of configurable elements consisting of a remotely-piloted aircraft, its associated remote pilot station(s), the required command and control links and any other system elements as may be
required, at any point during flight operation.").
23 Id. (RPA is "[a]n aircraft where the flying pilot is not on board the
aircraft.").
24 Id. (UAV is "[a]n aircraft which is intended to operate with no pilot on
board.").
25 Id. at 3.
26 Sofia Michaelides-Mateou & Chrystel Erotokritou, Hying Into the Future With
UAVs: TheJetstream 31 Right, 39 AIR & SPACE L. 111, 122 (2014).
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is illustrated by the case where an RPA user attempted to photograph Nelson Mandela while Mandela was hospitalized in Pretoria, South Africa.27 The remote pilot who had been operating
the device was arrested then interrogated for four hours. 28 Police confiscated the RPA.29
Light commercial RPAs can be used by many civilian industries in a number of positive ways.3 ° RPA use in wildlife observation, agriculture, energy, real estate, disaster relief, and border
control, for example, enhances a country's economy and security.31 However, because RPAs are remotely operated and readily
available, they could also prove to be a good weapon for terrorist groups, who could load RPAs with explosives or expose people gathered in public places to chemical or biological attacks. 2
In addition, as evidenced by the fact that from October 5 to November 1, 2014, there were fifteen occasions where RPAs flew
near no-fly zones over French atomic plants, RPA users can commit severe security breaches.3 3 On one such occasion, three people who were near a nuclear plant and in possession of an RPA
were arrested. 4
It is important to stress that, although RPAs have commercial
and recreational applications, RPAs may also be used for illegal
purposes.3 5 As demonstrated by the following cases, misused
RPAs pose serious security threats.
III.

ILLEGAL USE OF RPAS

CCTV cameras of the Elmley Prison in Sheerness, Kent,
picked up a remotely controlled helicopter flying over the walls
of the prison on December 23, 2009, in what was believed to be
I1 Utilise un Drone Pour Voir l'H6pital oft est Mandela, PARIS MATCH (June 29,
2013), available at http://www.parismatch.com/Actu/International/1-utilise-undrone-pour-voir-l-hopital-ou-est-Mandela-520209.
27

29

Id.
Id.

30

See Commission Communication, supra note 1, at 2-3.

28

31 See id.
32 Drones

'Pose Serious Risk to Security in Near Future, WESTERN MORNING NEWS
(Oct. 23, 2014), available at http://www.westernmorningnews.co.uk/Dronespose-risk-security-near-future/story-23381185-detail/story.html.
33 See Arrests in France Over Drone Flights NearNuclear Plants, EURO NEWS (Nov. 6,
2014), http://www.euronews.com/2014/11/06/arrests-in-france-over-droneflights-near-nuclear-plants/.
34 See id.
35 See Commission

Communication, supra note 1, at 7.
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an attempt to smuggle drugs into the prison. 6 The wardens,
however, were unable to locate the device or any packages during their search of the prison or accommodation block.37 In
February 2011, in Tula, Russia (south of Moscow) a radio-controlled helicopter was used in an attempt to smuggle 700 grams
of heroin to a prisoner awaiting trial. 8 In November 2013, a
small drone was spotted allegedly dropping off drugs to inmates
in the Hull Prison, Ottawa, Canada. 9 Prison wardens saw the
device flying over the prison but were unable to locate it.4" In
another incident, a quadcopter equipped with a video camera
and loaded with drugs was remotely flown into the yard of
Wheatfield Prison in Ireland in June 2014.41 Inmates waiting for
the RPA grabbed the drugs and ran.42 Wardens saw the device
and tried to catch it before it crashed into an overhead wire.43
The U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency has reported that drug trafficking organizations have been using RPAs-aptly termed
"drug mules"-as an expedient, less risky method of effectively
transporting drugs into the United States since 2011." 4 In Australia, a 28-year-old man was charged with illegal possession of
drugs and with attempt to commit an indictable offense when
he allegedly used a quadcopter to try to smuggle drugs and a
telephone into a Melbourne prison in March 2014. 45 In that
36 Remote Control Toy Helicopter 'Used to Fly Drugs Into Prison, MAILONLINE (Jan.
12, 2009), available at http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1112673/Remote-control-toy-helicopter-used-fly-drugs-prison.html.

37 Id.

38 Heroin by Helicopter, VOICE OF RUSSIA (Feb. 1, 2011), available at http://
sputniknews.com/voiceofrussia/2011/02/01/42369291/.
39 Michael Aubry, Drone Sets Off Security Alert at HullJail,OTTAWA SUN (Nov. 26,
2013), available at http://www.ottawasun.com/2013/11 /126/drone-sets-off-security-alert-at-hull-jail.
Id.
41 Simon Tomlinson, Drug-DeliveringDrone Crashes in Dublin After It Gets Caught
40

in Wires Over Prison Yard Installed Because of 1973 IRA HelicopterEscape, MMLONLINE
(June 26, 2104), available at http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2670560/
Drug-delivering-drone-crashes-Dublin-prison-got-caught-wires-yard-placed-1973IRA-helicopter-escape.html.
42

Id.

43

Id.

44 Oscar Lopez, Mexican Drug War News: DEA Reveals Cartels Use Drones To Trans-

port Drugs From Mexico Into US, LATIN TIMES (July 10, 2014), http://www.latintimes
.com/mexican-drug-war-news-dea-reveals-cartels-use-drones-transport-drugs-mexico-us-190217.
45 Nick Evershed, Drone Used in Attempt to Smuggle Drugs Into Melbourne Prison,
Say Police, GUARDIAN (Mar. 10, 2014), availableat http://www.theguardian.com/
world/2014/mar/10/drone-used-in-attempt-to-smuggle-drugs-into-melbourneprison-say-police.
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case, it was unclear whether the Civil Aviation Safety Authority
regulations were contravened.46 On the other hand, such devices may be used to assist in the oversight and supervision of
prisons.4 7 In October 2014, the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections began a pilot program using two cameraequipped drones to monitor inmates and the prison exterior.48
V. RECREATIONAL USE OF RPAS
Flying RPAs for recreation or sport has increased dramatically
over recent years because RPAs are fairly cheap and can remain
in flight for many hours. 49 In addition, as RPAs are flown rea flight crew on board and also have
motely, they do not have
50
low operational costs.

More recently, RPAs have found use in journalism, news media, and online retailing.5" Using RPAs for journalism has the
advantage of providing viewers full coverage of events and
scenes such as fires and other natural disasters from a perspective not otherwise available.5 2 In the United States, the film industry began using drones commercially when the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) granted permission to six of the
seven applicant filmmaking companies to use camera-equipped
RPAs on certain movie and television sets.5 3 The approval, which

was granted despite concerns over safety issues (related to flying
over populated areas) and privacy issues, extends the very limited permitted use of RPAs in the Alaskan wilds to legally using
RPAs to fly over people.54 To receive approval, users must have
46 Id.

47 See Ohio Prisons to Launch PatrolDrones, DRONELIFE.COM (Oct. 3, 2014), http:/
/dronelife.com/2014/10/03/ohio-prisons-launch-patrol-drones/.
48

Id.

See Record Breaking Zephyr Offers 24/7 Cost Effective Military Surveillance and
Communications, QINETIQ (Dec. 23, 2010), http://www.qinetiq.com/media/
news/releases/Pages/world-record-UAV.aspx. The British drone Zephyr broke the
world record by flying for over 82 hours nonstop. Id.
50 See Michaelides-Mateou & Erotokritou, Flying Into the Future With UA Vs, supra
note 26, at 114, 129.
51 See, e.g., Lorna Aldrich, Drone Journalism Raises Legal, Safety, Ethical Issues,
NAT'L PRESS CLUB (July 24, 2014), available at http://www.press.org/news-multimedia/news/drone-journalism-raises-legal-safety-ethical-issues.
49

52 Id.

53 Brooks Barnes, Drone Exemptions for Hollywood Pave the Way for Widespread Use,
N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 25, 2014), available at http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/26/
business/media/drone-exemptions-for-hollyxvood-pave-the-way-for-widespreaduse.html? r=0.
54 Id.
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their equipment inspected before each flight and must notify
the FAA of filming. 55 Moreover, users cannot fly at night or

above 400 feet; only a technician with a pilot's license may operate the device. 56 The use of RPAs is considered safer than the
use of helicopters in the film and commercial industry, particularly after an incident in which a helicopter crashed while filming a Discovery Channel show, killing three people.57
RPAs have even been utilized by delivery companies.5 8 In
Syktyvar, Komi, Russia (620 miles north east of Moscow), a pizza
company used a drone delivery company to deliver pizza to its
customers. 59 The helicopter drone had a built-in GPS and video
60
cameras, which the restaurant's manager monitored. Custom-

ers were called by phone at the time of delivery and when the
customer would come outside to accept delivery, the pizza was
lowered using a cable. 61 This delivery method has become popular since it is cost-effective, saves on expenses for gas and delivery cars, and also provides a memorable marketing tool.6 2 The

founder of the company argued that a quadcopter is only, technically, an RPA, and that (because of its weight, size, and radio
frequency) it does not fall under the Air Transport Code; therefore, he claimed, he needed no permission to fly it.6" The director of the company, who was fined 50,000 roubles ($1,200) for
the unlicensed transportation of pizza by air, has indicated that
he will appeal the decision, arguing that his drone does not fall
under any of the categories of certified aerial vehicles and that,
as such, it would be impossible to obtain a license under these
circumstances.64

55 Id.
56 Id.

57 See Three Dead in Discovery Reality Show Helicopter Crash, HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
(Oct. 2, 2013), http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/three-dead-discoveryreality-show-420090; see also Barnes, supra note 53.
58 Your Drone Arrived! Russian Pizzeria Launches Unmanned Delivery, RussIA TODAY
Uune 23, 2014), http://rt.com/news/167936-russia-drones-pizza-delivery/.
59 Id.
60 Id.
61 Id.
62 Id.

63 See Russian Businessman Fined for Delivering Pizza by Drone, Moscow TIMES
(Oct. 22, 2014), available at http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/russian-businessman-fined-for-delivering-pizza-by-drone/509889.html.
64 Id.
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V.

RISKS OF FLYING RPAS IN UNCONTROLLED
ENVIRONMENTS

There have been many recent incidents of recreational RPA
flying dangerously close to commercial passenger jets. This accentuates many of the risks and potentially catastrophic consequences emanating from recreational operators who fly RPAs in
uncontrolled environments without having obtained prior permission to do so.
On March 4, 2013, Alitalia Boeing 77-200 Flight AZ608, flying
from Rome to New York, on final approach to the JFK Airport
(about 3nm from runway 31R) reported to air traffic control
that a small, unmanned aircraft (described as a four-propeller,
black-colored aircraft about three feet in diameter) came within
200 feet of the commercial aircraft. 65 Air traffic control then
warned other aircraft approaching the airport. 66 The FBI agents
who investigated the incident attempted to identify and locate
the RPA and its operator.6 7 In July 2013, an aircraft overflew a
small, black RPA on approach to the LaGuardia Airport in New
York. 68 The aircraft's collision warning system (TCAS) did not
alert the pilots of the RPA's proximity.6 9
The Australian Transport Safety Bureau received its first report of an incident involving an unmanned aircraft in October
2012, when operators lost control of an airship around Victoria's Moorabbin Airport.7 0 Recent incidents include a report
that on March 19, 2014, a Dash-8 chartered aircraft was approximately 23km northeast of Perth at an altitude of about 3,800
feet when the crew spotted a bright strobe light in the path of
the aircraft.71 The crew considered it to be an RPA.72 The pilot
reported that he turned the aircraft and missed the object,
65 David Kaminski-Morrow, FBI Inquires as Alitalia 777 Encounters Remote-Piloted
Aircraft, FLIGHTGLOBAL (Mar. 6, 2013), http://www.flightglobal.com/news/articles/fbi-inquires-as-alitalia-777-encounters-remote-piloted-383118/.
66 Id.
67 Id.
68 Sofia Michaelides-Mateou & Chrystel Erotokritou, Investigation &Legal Implications of Recent Near Miss Collisions: Lessons Learned, UVS-INTERNATIONAL.ORG (June
26, 2014), http://uvs-international.org/docs/rpas-2014/WP-48-Uni-Central-Lan
cashire CY Michaelides-Mateou-S&Erotokritou-C.pdf.
69 Id.
70 PassengerAircraft's 'Near Miss' With UAS at Perth Airport, PERTHNow SUNDAY
TIMES (May 27, 2014), available at http://www.uasvision.com/2014/O5/28/passenger-aircrafts-near-miss-with-uas-at-perth-airport/.
71 Id.
72 Id.
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which passed about 20m horizontally and 100 feet (30m) vertically from the aircraft.7 3 Even though the RPA was in controlled
airspace, no TCAS warning sounded. 74 Three days later, a rescue
helicopter which took off from Newcastle's John Hunter Hospital reportedly saw a white light from an RPA hovering 1,000 feet
above a soccer stadium at the time a soccer match was under
way.75 The pilot took evasive action and avoided a possible
collision.76
On March 22, 2014, an American Airlines pilot reported to
officials that the US Airways CRJ200 aircraft he was flying came
dangerously close to what appeared to be a small, camouflaged
RPA.77 The aircraft was approximately five miles northeast of the
Tallahassee Regional Airport and at an altitude of 2,300 feet
when it passed in such close proximity to the RPA; the pilot reportedly believed that the two aircraft had collided.78
In May 2014, the co-pilot of an AT72 believed that he had
seen a quadcopter close to his right wing-tip when he was about
to land the aircraft at Southend Airport, about 25 miles (15km)
east of London. 79 The co-pilot was under the impression that
the quadcopter was flown deliberately close to the AT72 because
he had seen it around 100m from the aircraft approaching from
the right-hand side." ° It then made a turn and flew in the opposite direction of the aircraft, around 25m away and at the same
level. 81 The remotely controlled quadcopter flew close enough
to the ATR72 to cause concern-the co-pilot assessed the risk of
collision as being high. 2 The sighting was reported to Southend
ATC, who then notified the police. 8 3 Two model flying clubs operating in the vicinity were contacted in an attempt to locate the
RPA's pilot, but to no avail.8 4
73 Id.
74 Id.
75 Id.
76 Id.

77 Benjamin Zhang, FAA: US Airways Plane Nearly Collided With Drone, Bus. IN-

(May 9, 2014), available at http://www.businessinsider.com/faa-us-airwaysjet-nearly-collided-with-drone-2014-5.
78 Id.
79 Assessment Summary Sheet for UKAB Meeting on 17th September 2014, 93, available
at http://www.airproxboard.org.uk/docs/423/20140917-2014.09%2OReports%20-%20v6.pdf (last visited Mar. 14, 2015).
80 Id.
SIDER

81 Id.
82 Id.
83

Id.

84

Id.
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It was reported in late 2014 that the U.S. government gets
nearly daily reports-sometimes even two or three a day-of
RPAs spotted flying close to commercial aircraft, helicopters,
and airports.8 5 For example, pilots of a commercial jet flying at
about 10,000 feet toward the Allegheny County Airport near
Pittsburgh reported seeing an RPA that was described as black
and grey in color with a thin body approximately five to six feet
long.86 The device was said to have passed less than 500 feet
above the aircraft. 7 In Burbank, California, a helicopter pilot
reported to air traffic controllers that he had seen a cameraequipped RPA flying near the well-known Hollywood sign."8 Pilots of an Airbus A319 commercial aircraft notified the air traffic
control at Florida's approach control facility that they had seen
an RPA with a red vertical stabilizer and blue body flying below
the plane at about 11,000 feet, fifteen miles west of Orlando. 9
In another incident, pilots reported that an RPA flew between
500 to 1,000 feet of the aircraft during their approach to the
Greenville-Spartanburg International Airport in South Carolina."° In Texas, the wreckage of a five-foot-long RPA equipped
with a camera was found near Dallas Love Field Airport.9 ' Police
tried to locate the operator, who was not in the vicinity. 92
On November 16, 2014, airline pilots reported that a RPA
came within five to ten feet of the left wing of a Delta Air Lines
commercial jet as the jet was approachingJFK International Airport. 3 Another incident took place a few days earlier involving
two RPAs flying at an altitude of approximately 500 feet near the
Ed Koch Queensboro Bridge, four miles west of La Guardia Airport.94 Both the FBI and the FAA are investigating the reports. 95
85 Joan Lowy, Civilian Drones Are Causing Problemsfor Pilots, Bus. INSIDER (Nov.
12, 2014), available at http://www.businessinsider.com/civilian-drones-are-causing-problems-for-pilots-2014-1 l#ixzz3lrK5QsnY.
86 Id.
87 Id.
88 Id.
89 Id.
90 Id.
91 Id.
92

Id.

93 Andrew Tangel &Jack Nicas, Drones Sighted by Pilots Landing atJFKAirport in

New York City Show New Risks, WALL ST. J. (Nov. 20, 2014), available at http://
online.wsj .com/articles/fbi-probes-drones-sighted-by-pilots-landing-at-jfk-airportin-new-york-city-1416511819.
94 Id.
95 Id.
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It is evident that a lack of flight records and the ease with
which RPAs can be speedily maneuvered make it very difficult to
identify the model of an RPA and locate its remote pilot.9 6 As a

result, many RPAs are being flown by operators who are unaware of the legal requirements and applicable regulations. Many
operators do not obtain the mandatory prior approval, creating
what pilots and federal officials describe as an "emerging aviation threat from the
proliferation of commercially available un97
manned aircraft.

Recently, RPAs were flown over two soccer stadiums on two
separate occasions. On October 14, 2014, an RPA carrying a politically inflammatory flag was flown over the Partizan Stadium
in Belgrade during the European Championship qualifying
match between Serbia and Albania. 98 The match was stopped
because of fights that broke out between both fans and players.99
In the second incident, a man was arrested on suspicion of
breaching the UK Air Navigation Order.' ° The man flew the
device over Etihad Stadium to videotape the match between
Manchester City and Tottenham on October 18, 2014.101 He was

then released on bail for eight weeks. 10 2 The recording of a live
match not only infringes upon English Football League rightsthe footage taken is often posted on social media sites for free
viewing-it is also a clear violation of the rules of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). 103 Although the pilot did not obtain the
requisite permission, he has submitted that "he did not believe
he had broken any rules."'0 4 The CAA, which has clear guidelines relating to flying RPAs over populated areas, has expressed
concern about safety issues resulting from RPAs being flown so
close to a packed soccer stadium. 10 5 Recreational, non-commer96

See id.

97 Id.
98 Zoran Milosavljevic, Serbia-Albania Match Abandoned Following Drone Stunt,
Brawl, REUTERS (Oct. 15, 2014), available at http://uk.reuters.com/article/2014/
10/14/uk-soccer-euro-serbia-brawl-idUKKCN0132H220141014.
99 Id.

Id.
101 Man Held Over Drone Flight at Manchester City Stadium, BBC NEWS (Oct. 20,
2014), available at http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-29689360.
102 Id.
103 Football Stadium Drones Put 'Lives at Risk, BBC NEWS (Oct. 17, 2014), available at http://www.bbc.com/news.uk-england-nottinghamshire-29662363.
104 Id.
105 Id.
100
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cial use of RPAs 10is6 permitted, as long as users adhere to strict
CAA regulations.

In the United States, the FAA very recently issued a special
security Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) regarding sporting
events."' 7 NOTAM prohibits all aircraft operation, including
parachute-jumping and RPA usage, below 3,000 feet and within
three miles of big sporting stadiums with a seating capacity of
30,000 or more and automobile racetracks.' 08 It further provides
that any person who knowingly or willfully violates the rules regarding flying within this restricted airspace (which has been
designated as national defense airspace) may be subject to criminal punishment.'0 9
In addition to the increasing number of reported cases of
near mid-air collisions with commercial aircraft, there are also
many cases where recreational RPAs have endangered the environment, property, and lives of other persons on the ground.
In August 2014, a Dutch tourist, who crashed the RPA he was
flying in the Yellowstone Grand Prismatic Spring, pleaded guilty
to charges that he was illegally operating the device and had to
pay more than $3,000 in fines. 1 0 The RPA still has not been
located,"1 and it is feared that the device may pose a threat to
the unique natural resource.11 2 Also in August, an Oregon man
accused of flying a drone over the Yellowstone Midway Geyser
Basin in violation of an RPA ban was fined $1,000 and ordered
to pay court costs.113 The U.S. tourist was fined for violating the
ban prohibiting the flying of RPAs in Yellowstone National Park
in Wyoming when his RPA allegedly "buzzed bison" and frightened other tourists who were at the popular geyser basin." 4
106 Id.
107 Special Security Notice Sporting Events, FDC NOTAM 4/3621 (Oct. 27,
2014), at 1432, available at http://tfr.faa.gov/save-pages/detail 4_3621.html.
108 Id.

109 Id.

Dutch Tourist Drone Pilot Fined for Yellowstone Flight, BBC NEWS (Sept. 29,
2014), available at http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-29420039.
110

111 Id.
112 Laura Zuckerman, Drone Crashes Into Famed Hot Spring at Yellowstone National
Park, REUTERS (Aug. 6, 2014), available at http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/
08/06/us-usa-drones-yellowstone-idUSKBNOG621620140806.
113 Oregon Man Fined for Using Drone at Yellowstone, NBC NEWS (Oct. 3, 2014),
available at http://www.nbcrightnow.com/story/26702708/oregon-man-finedfor-using-drone-at-yellowstone.
114 Chris Kitching, Night in Cells and £310 Fine for Paris Tourist Who Buzzed Notre
Dame Cathedral With His Drone, MAILONLINE (Oct. 4, 2014), available at http://
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In Australia, a triathlete participating in the Batavia Endure
Triathlon in Geraldton in April 2014 was hit in the head by an
RPAjust before crossing the finishing line. ' 1 5 The triathlete suffered lacerations on her head, and it is reported that the ambulance crew took a piece of the propeller from her head before
taking her to a hospital to get stitches. l 6 The operator of the
RPA, who owns the photography and film company that volunteered to use RPAs to provide live coverage of the event, claimed
that the RPA may have been hacked.117
The Australian Civil Aviation Safety Authority is also investigating a fire allegedly caused by lithium batteries in the cargo
hold of a Fiji Airlines Boeing 737.118 The fire started before the
plane took off from Melbourne in April 2014.111 It has been alleged that the lithium batteries-used by commercial camera
drone operators in Australia and classified as dangerous goods
requiring special handling and packaging-were falsely labeled
in an attempt to circumvent Australia's airline security regulations. 12 Even though the RPA operator was not implicated in
the false labeling allegations, he may still be prosecuted under
the dangerous
goods provisions of Australia's Civil Aviation
1
Act.

12

In another incident that took place in Sydney in March 2014,
an investigation is being carried out into an unreported accident of a camera-equipped RPA weighing approximately 7kg. 2 2
The RPA, operated by an unlicensed 12pilot, hit power lines and
fell close to several groups of people.

1

Flying RPAs for recreational use (often extended to commercial use) is an increasingly prevalent phenomenon that is here
www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/travel_news/article-2780387/Touristjailed-fined-flying-drone-Paris-Notre-Dame-Cathedral.html#ixzz3KdaftPFf.
115 Elle Farcic & Ian Cutler, Triathlete Injured in Drone Incident, WEST AUSTRALIAN REGIONAL (Apr. 7, 2014), https://au.news.yahoo.com/thewest/regional/
gascoyne/a/22435997/triathlete-inured-in-drone-incident/.
116 Id.
117 Id.
118 Dianne Butler, CASA Overwhelmed by Drone Investigations, Including One Near
Disaster Involving a Fire in a Fiji Airlines Hold, NEWS.COM.AU (Nov. 5, 2014, 12:37
PM), http://www.news.com.au/national/casa-overwhelmed-by-drone-investigations-including-one-near-disaster-involving-a-fire-in-a-fiji-airlines-hold/stry-fncynj
r2-122 7 108 7 6 1209.
119 Id.
120 Id.
121
122
123

Id.
Id.
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to stay. It is very evident, however, that there is a major lacuna
present. Users generally are unaware of the applicable laws, policies, or regulations, if any, governing RPA usage. This is further
complicated in cases where tourists visit a country and wish to
take photos or videos of the attractions that they visit. Many people are, in fact, unaware of the applicable laws and may inadvertently endanger other persons or property; they may even find
themselves being prosecuted for violating rules and procedures
of which they are oblivious.
VI.

CIVIL/CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR VIOLATIONS

In Huerta v. Pirker,1 24 the FAA charged the operator of a five
pound, radio-controlled model airplane, who had taken photographs on behalf of an advertising agency, with flying "in a careless or reckless manner so as to endanger the life or property of
another" and imposed a $10,000 civil penalty. 125 The FAA

claimed that "model airplane use is considered to be 'operation
of an unmanned aircraft system'and is illegal if undertaken for
'business' purposes.' 1 26 However, on March 6, 2014, the Admin-

istrative LawJudge (ALJ)held that small, unmanned aircraft are
not considered "aircraft" under the relevant regulation. 127
Therefore, the relevant Federal Aviation Regulation prohibiting
the operation of an aircraft in a careless or reckless manner so
2 8
as to endanger the life or property of another did not apply.1
The ALJ thus invalidated the fine against Pirker, saying that the
FAA overreached by applying regulations for aircraft to model
aircraft and that no FAA rule prohibited the operator's radiocontrolled flight. 1 29 The FAA appealed the decision and on November 18, 2014, the National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB) unanimously determined that RPAs are "aircraft" under
the relevant regulations and may not be operated in a "careless
and reckless manner" as defined by the FAA regulations. 30 The
124Pirker, NTSB Order No. EA-5730, 2014 WL 8095629 (Nov. 17, 2014).
125Administrator's Complaint at 1-3, Pirker, FAA Order of Assessment Docket

No. 2012EA210009 (FAAJune 27, 2013).
126 Michaelides-Mateou & Erotokritou, Investigation & Legal Implications of Recent Near Miss Collisions, supra note 67, at 3.
127Pirker, NTSB Docket No. CP-217, at 7-8 (Mar. 6, 2014).
128 Id. at 8.
129 See id.
150Kenneth P. Quinn et al., Huerta v. Pirker: NTSB Rules That UAS are "Aircraft" and Subject to FAA Prohibition on Careless and Reckless Operations, LEXOLOGY
(Nov. 19, 2014), http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=6ee931b6-c31c4245-a6f7-9d25de0e8725&utmsource=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utmmedium
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NTSB did not decide in this case whether the RPA was, in fact,
operated in a careless and reckless manner, nor did it answer
the various issues raised by amici. 3 1 The NTSB did, however,
reaffirm that the FAA can regulate both manned and unmanned aircraft operations and that it can also seek civil penalties for violations of FAA regulations. 132 The regluations define
an "aircraft" as "any contrivance invented, used, or designed to
navigate, or fly in, the air" and as "a device that is used or inthe NTSB held that this
tended to be used for flight in the air";
1 3
clearly would include model aircraft.
This decision has crucial implications.1 3 1 Model aircraft
weighing a few pounds will be deemed "aircraft" and, as such,
the FAA can bring enforcement actions against RPA operators
even if it has not yet issued regulations that deal with small
RPAs.' 3 5 If the case at hand concerns the operation of a small
RPA for commercial purposes, Pirkerwill apply.13 6 However, recreational users of RPAs will also be liable if they fly their aircraft
in a reckless manner that endangers others.' 3 7 In effect, therefore, operators may be found liable and will face civil penalties
for violations even though there are no FAA regulations governing the flying of small RPAs. for recreational purposes.
Many states, such as California, New York, and Florida, make
it a criminal offense to operate an aircraft in a careless or reckless manner.1 3 8 The legislation also provides for penalties in the
event of a violation. 139 In Florida, Statute 860.13(1) (b) provides
=HTML+email+-+Body+-+Federal+section&utm-campaign=Lexology+subscriber+
daily+feed&utm-content=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed+2014-11-24&utmterm=.
131 Id.
132 See

id.
Brent Connor, NTSB Pirker Ruling: FAA Can Regulate Commercial & Recreational Small Drone Operations, LEXOLOGY (Nov. 20, 2014), http://www.lexology
.com/library/detail.aspx?g=52da6bdd-2dc7-4333-a9e5-80b36f1 76fd2&utm_
source=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utm-medium=HTML+email+-+Body+-+Feder
al+section&utm-campaign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utmcontent=Lexo
logy+Daily+Newsfeed+2014-11-25&utmterm=.
134 Id.
133

135 Id.
136
137

Id.
Id.

138 Edward J. Page, Implications of the NTSBs Decision That Drones Are Aircraft,
LEXOLOGY (Dec. 2, 2014), http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=bb8f
5786-8495-49a0-9614-f129779ab7ba&utmsource=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed
&utmmedium=HTML=email+-+Body+-+Federal+section&utm-campaign=Lexo
logy+subscriber+daily=feed&utmcontent=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed+2014-12-05
&utm_term=.
139

Id.
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that it is a third degree felony "[t] o operate an aircraft in the air
or on the ground or water in a careless or reckless manner so as
to endanger the life or property of another."'4 ° When "'determining whether the operation was careless or reckless, [courts]
shall consider the standards for safe operation of aircraft prescribed by federal statutes or regulations governing aeronautics.'"'' It is important to note that, in light of Pirker, states
could construe drones as "aircraft" and criminally prosecute
drone operators for flying such devices in a careless or reckless
1 42
manner.

In France, an 18-year-old French teenager shot an aerial video
of the eastern French city of Nancy from the center of town using a small drone, then posted the short film on social media.'43
The video received tens of thousands of views within a few
days. "44
' The French Civil Aviation Authority also saw the video
and initiated an investigation in response. 45 The teenager had
formed his own business, hiring action video cameras and
equipment for drones. 146 He was charged with endangering the
lives of others by violating two provisions of the relevant lawfirst, that he did not complete the required training course, and
second, that he did not have the specific written approval to fly
an RPA over an urban area.'47 The prosecutor said that drones
were like light aircraft and could potentially be dangerous if
they were to fall in a populated area.'48 As such, operators of
RPAs were required to have the equivalent of a ULM (Ultralager motoris6-microlight) license. 149 The defendant pleaded
guilty to charges of violating regulations and endangering
others' lives and was fined 400 euros as a result. 50 One-fourth of
140 Id.
141

(citing Fla. Stat. § 860.13(1)(b) (2010)).

Id.

142 Id.

143 Philip Johnson, Teenager Gets Arrested in Francefor Flying a Drone UPDATED
"Further Arrest in Paris", HD WARRIOR (Feb. 17, 2014), http://www.hdwarrior.co.uk/2014/02/17/teenager-gets-arrested-in-france-for-flying-a-drone/.
144 Id.
145 Id.
146

Id.

Id.; IlFilme Nancy Avec un Drone, le MaireLui Fait une Offer, EUROPE1 (Feb. 19,
2014, 8:09 AM), http://www.europel.fr/insolite/il-filme-nancy-avec-un-drone-lemaire-lui-fait-une-offre-1806679.
148 Johnson, supra note 143.
149 See id.
150 Michaelides-Mateou & Erotokritou, Investigation & Legal Implications of Recent Near Miss Collisions, supra note 67, at 3.
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the fine accrued for violation of15 the regulations and the remainder was for endangering lives.

On November 7, 2013, during an exhibition of a quadrotor
(50cm in diameter) to potential clients in Prols, France, the
pilot lost control of the RPA, which then headed to the Montpellier Airport and landed on the runway while an aircraft was
taxiing.1 52 The Department of Aerial Transport initiated an investigation into the incident and quickly located the RPA and
the remote pilot. 153 Charges were filed against the pilot for en-

dangering lives and for lacking the required permission to fly
the RPA in a controlled airspace. 154 The pilot argued that the
drone failed to go back to its base, as it was programmed to do if
it lost its signal. 155 He pleaded guilty and stated that he knew he
was flying in a controlled airspace and that, at the time, he did
not have the necessary training to fly the RPA. 1 56 The pilot was
sentenced to1 57two months suspended sentence and fined thirtyeight euros.
In February 2014, a member of the French Foreign Legion
was arrested for flying his RPA around the Eiffel Tower while he
was on leave.' 58 Paris prosecution authorities charged the 22year-old Equadorian for remotely piloting his drone from the
first floor of the Eiffel Tower. 59 He was detained pending his
appearance in court, where he pleaded guilty and was fined
1,000 euros, of which half was paid immediately. 160 The drone,
which was 50cm long and 50cm wide, was confiscated. 6 ' In another incident, a man was arrested for overflying the Defense
(an area of business in Paris) and posting a short video online

Id.
JoilRicci, Jugj Aprs l'Atterrissagede son Drone sur l'A6roport de Montpellier, AIR
J. (Apr. 6, 2014, 3:00 PM), http://www.air-journal.fr/2014-04-06-juge-apres-latterrissage-de-son-drone-sur-laeroport-de-montpellier-5103415.html.
153 Id.
154 Id.
155 Id.
156 Id.
151

152

Id.
500 Euros d'Amende Pour Avoir Fait Voler un Drone Sous la Tour Eiffel, EUROPE 1
(Feb. 20, 2014, 7:29 AM), http://www.europel.fr/faits-divers/500-euros-d-arn
ende-pour-avoir-fait-voler-un-drone-sous-la-tour-eiffel-1806819.
159 Id.
160 Id.
161 Id.
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16 2
entitled, "Defense as Seen From the Sky."1
The man admitted
as much to the French Gendarmerie and was subsequently
charged with violating Article L 6232-4 of the Code of Transport
and Article L39-1 of the Code of Posts and Electronic Communications.1 6 3 The two offenses are punishable either by a maximum one-year imprisonment and fine of 75,000 euros or by a
lesser six-month imprisonment and fine of 30,000 euros. 6 4 The
man was scheduled to appear in court in April 2015, with the
public prosecutor 1 who
ordered that the drone be confiscated
65
handling the case.
Also in France, a 24-year-old Israeli man was arrested on October 1, 2014, after flying an RPA (equipped with a professionally
mounted camera) over the Notre Dame Cathedral, the historic
Hotel-Dieu hospital, and a police station.16 6 He told the officers
who arrived at the church square that he was unaware that flying
an RPA was illegal in Paris. 1 7 The man claimed that he was capturing the scenes for his private use.' 6 8 Police managed to locate
the man after they saw the RPA on a surveillance camera. 69 He
spent the night in prison, was charged with "operating an aircraft non-compliant with safety laws," and fined $650.170
In the first of such cases in the United Kingdom, the operator
of a recreational RPA was convicted by the Furness and District
magistrate's court for dangerous use after he had lost control of
his RPA near a nuclear submarine facility.17 1 The pilot was fined
£800 and was ordered to pay costs of £3,500 after the UK Civil
Aviation Authority prosecuted him. 72 The pilot pleaded guilty

Xavier Bern, 500 Euros d'Amende PourPilote Drone Ayant Filme la Defense, NEXT
(May 23, 2014, 3:21 PM), http://www.nextinpact.com/news/87710-500euros-d-amende-pour-pilote-drone-ayant-filme-la-defense.htm.
162
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Id.
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Id.
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Id.

Israeli Tourist Jailed, Fined for Flying Drone in Paris, JEWISH TELEGRAPHIC
AGENCY (Oct. 5, 2014, 6:51 AM), http://www.jta.org/2014/10/05/news-opinion/
world/ israeli-tourist-arrested-fined-for-flying-drone-in-paris.
166

167 Id.
168

Id.

Notre Dame Drone Fight Lands Tourist in Jail,THE LocAL (Oct. 3, 2014, 5:13
PM), http://www.thelocal.fr/20141003/tourist-jailed-for-drone-flight-over-parismonument.
170 Israeli TouristJailed, Finedfor Hying Drone in Paris, supra note 166.
171 First Conviction for Illegal Use of an Unmanned Aircraft, CIVIL AVIATION AuTHOMTY (Apr. 2, 2014), http://www.caa.co.uk/application.aspx?appid=7&mode=
detail&nid=2348.
172 Id.
169
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on August 25, 2013, to charges alleging that he flew a small, unmanned surveillance aircraft within 50m of a structure and over
a nuclear installation.173 Investigation of the video footage revealed that the RPA flew within the 50m of required separation
distance and through restricted airspace around a nuclear submarine facility before it landed in the water.'7 7 The pilot admitted to building the device himself and operating it on the day in
question but argued that he was unaware that the nuclear installation was a protected no-fly zone. 75
Another person in the United Kingdom was fined in May
2014 for endangering the safety of others when he flew his
quadcopter over rides at Alton Towers on November 9, 2013.176
The operator brought the device within close proximity to people at the theme park and took a video with an onboard camera.17 7 The video subsequently was posted on YouTube and
came to the attention of the Civil Aviation Authority, which proceeded to charge the operator with two violations of the Air Navigation Order 2009, namely: "(1) Not maintaining direct,
unaided visual contact with a small unmanned aircraft," and
"(2) Flying a small unmanned surveillance aircraft over or
within 150 metres of any congested area.' '1 78 The operator

pleaded guilty to both charges and was fined £150 for each offense. 179 He also had to pay contribution toward the CAA's costs
of £250.18°
In Beijing, three men have been charged with endangering
public safety after allegedly flying an RPA to survey and map the
city on December 29, 2013.181 The RPA, which was approximately 2.6m wide and 2.3m long and flying at a speed of 100
km/hr east of the Beijing Capital International Airport, was
spotted by radar and intercepted. 182 As the flight was not
173

Id.

Id.
175 Id.
174

Guilty Pleasfor Dangerous Unmanned Aircraft Theme Park Right, CIVIL AVIATION
(May 29, 2014), http://www.caa.co.uk/application.aspx?catid=14&
pagetype=65&appid=7&mode=detail&nid=2364.
176
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181 Three Prosecutedfor UsingDrone to Survey, PhotographBejing Land, THAT'S BEIJING (Oct. 23, 2014), http://online.thatsmags.com/post/three-prosected-for-using-drone-to-survey-photograph-beijing-land.
182 Id.
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cleared, fighter jets and helicopters were dispatched to intercept
the vagrant aircraft.183 Over ten commercial flights were
delayed, and two others had to change course in order to avoid
a mid-air collision. 8 ' It is reported that, as a result, Air China
suffered an economic loss of more than RMB 18,000 (approximately 2,374 euros). 85 In an earlier incident, a tourist was detained who had flown his quadcopter equipped with a GoPro
camera to take photos of the Forbidden City in Beijing.' 86 Prosecutors noted that the tourist had not obtained the requisite
prior approval from the local18civil
aviation authorities, air traffic
7
control bureau, or air force.
There is clearly a lack of consistency in the laws and regulations governing the use of recreational RPAs and an absence of
awareness; therefore, it is crucial that the public at large become
fully informed of the laws and polices regulating the recreational use of RPAs. As Rachel Robinson, policy officer for Liberty, so aptly stated, "[a]s the use of domestic surveillance
drones rapidly expands, public knowledge and understanding
of this shadowy industry remains practically non-existent."1 88
In the United States, no less than ten states have already enacted formal legislation to address the operation of RPAs.1' 9 The
Alaskan legislature passed a bill that creates procedures and policies for the use of RPAs by law enforcement. 9 ° Regulations
there also govern the information collected by drones.' 91 Illinois, Indiana, and Iowa also have legislation regulating law enforcement's drone usage.' 9 2 In Louisiana, the law also reaches
183 Id. ("A total of 1,226 military staff, 26 radar technicians and 123 military
vehicles were deployed in response to the flight.").
184 Id.
185 Id.
186 Id.
187 See id.
188 Jamie Merrill & Oliver Troen, Drones are FillingBritain's Skies: Look Up Now to
See What Is Looking Back Down at You, THE INDEPENDENT (Sept. 21, 2014), http://
www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/drones-are-filling-the-skies-lookup-now-to-see-what-is-looking-back-down-at-you-9746459.html.
189 William V. O'Connor et al., May State and Local Governments Control LowFlyingDrones?, LEXOLOGY (Dec. 2, 2014), http://www.lexology.com/library/detail
.aspx?g=d36a9fa5-5047-4aa6-af86-0607cc6fe076&utmsource=Lexology+Daily+
Newsfeed&utmmedium=HTML=email+-+Body+-+Federal+section&utmcam
paign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utmcon ten t=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed
+2014-12-04&utmterm=.
190 Id.
191 Id.
192
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the civil sector and specifically forbids the intentional use of
RPAs "'to conduct surveillance of a targeted facility without the
owner's prior written consent."' 1 93 In Oregon, the law permits
property owners to sue a drone operator if (1) the device "has
flown less than 400 feet above the owner's property at least
once"; (2) the property owner does not consent to the drone
flying over the property; (3) the operator has been notified of
this; and (4) the "operator then flies the drone less than 400
feet above the property" on another occasion. 19 4 In Tennessee,
the operation of low-flying drones over private property is a
criminal offense. 95 Even a Minnesota municipality has passed a
resolution banning anyone from operating a drone "within the
airspace of a city"; the first offense would be considered a misdemeanor and the second a felony. 96 The city of Northampton,
Massachusetts, has passed a resolution which affirms that, within
the city limits, "the navigable airspace for drone aircraft shall
not be expanded below the long-established airspace for
manned aircraft" and "that no drone aircraft shall have 'the
public right 97of transit' through th[e] private property" of each
landowner.
These issues are not unique to the United States. The first
person to appear in court for RPA use in Holland was a Dutch
photojournalist who was charged in late 2014 for illegally flying
a homemade quadcopter. 9 8 He flew the device near an apartment building in the city of Vlaardingen, near the approach
path of Rotterdam/The Hague Airport without the necessary
permit.19 9 The district attorney in charge of the case stated that
there were fifteen other cases where people had illegally operated drones in air traffic without having previously obtained permission from the proper air traffic control agency. 200 The
district attorney said that all of those cases had been settled by
193
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198 Dutch Reporter Fined _250for UsingDrone, DRONE RISK NEWS (Dec. 24, 2014),
http://dronerisknews.com/2014/12/24/dutch-reporter-fined-e250-usingdrone/.
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See Bart Dirks, 'Mijn Drone Is een Verlengd Statief, DE VOLKSKRANT (Dec. 11,
2014, 9:00 PM), http://www.volkskrant.nl/binnenland/mijn-drone-is-een-ver
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him by means of imposing an unspecified fine on the users."
The journalist stated that it was easy to buy such devices but difficult actually to fly them, and that he was, in fact, unaware that
the relevant rules pertaining to operating RPAs had been tightened.2 2 The district attorney raised an extremely important
point in suggesting that drones should be sold with a warning
that, before flying the device, users should check the regulations
in order to see where they are permitted to fly the RPA.2 °3 On
December 23, 2014, the court ruled that the photojournalist violated the law prohibiting participation in air traffic with a model
aircraft or a small RPA of less than 25kg take-off weight for professional/business purposes (as opposed to recreational use,
which is permitted subject to certain conditions).204 In this case,
since the photographer used the quadcopter to obtain close-up
photos at the scene of a stabbing incident in an apartment, he
was considered to have used the RPA in a professional capacity. 205 The court imposed a 1,000 euro fine, of which 750 euros
were conditional. 20 6 The photographer and a journalists' union

have reported that they will appeal the decision.20 7
Evidently, there is a patchwork of state regulations governing
the operation of RPAs and this undoubtedly makes it extremely
difficult for RPA stakeholders to be mindful of the complex web
of rules and regulations within the United States and elsewhere.
Needless to say, this situation is exacerbated for recreational
RPA, as operators may, firstly, be unable to access existing local
and international legislation, if any, and secondly, may not be in
any position to fully appreciate the seriousness of any violations.
Informing the public at large is crucial. Gaps are evident and
there is an urgent need for a strong legal framework. It is imperative for all RPA stakeholders, manufacturers, operators, and inSee id.
See id.
203 See id.
204 See
District Court of Rotterdam, judgment of 23 Dec. 2014,
ECLI:NL:RBROT:2014:10627, 10/190885-14, available at http://uitspraken.recht
spraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:RBROT:2014:10627.
Regeling Modelvliegen - regulation concerning the participation in air traffic with model aircraft. See id. A model aircraft, "model luchtvaartuig," is defined in Dutch as "een
luchtvaartuig van geringe afmeting, niet in staat een mens te dragen, waarvan de
totale startmassa niet meer dan 25 kilogram bedraagt," meaning a small UAV of
less than 25 kg take-off weight. Stcrt., Dec. 9, 2014, availableat http://zoek.officiel
ebekendmakingen.nl/stcrt-2014-35427.html.
205 See Dirks, supra note 200.
206 Dutch Reporter Fined 250 for Using Drone, supra note 198.
207 See id.
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surers to operate in a clear legal environment that offers
predictability, certainty, and uniformity.
VII.

NEED FOR AWARENESS

Consumers who purchase recreational RPA systems may find
themselves being prosecuted for serious crimes, such as endangering lives, without realizing that they are violating the law. In
the United States, flying RPAs in the airspace above a neighbor's
house for recreational use is legal.2"8 However, flying the same
device equipped with a camera to take photographs for commercial use is illegal: the operator potentially will be subjected
to criminal prosecution unless the device is a certified aircraft
operated by a licensed pilot with the FAA's prior approval.2 °9 An
already complex web of rules and procedures in the tightly regulated aviation environment is struggling to evolve with this industry and to ensure a sufficient safety standard in an already
overcrowded, busy, and complex airspace. 1 0
As demonstrated, many recreational users of RPAs, particularly tourists, plead "ignorantia juris," or ignorance of the law,
and argue that they were unaware of pertinent laws governing
the operation of RPAs. Consequently, ignorance of the law may
result in operators of unmanned aircraft inadvertently flying
their devices in an illegal manner and being exposed to criminal
charges.
It is crucial that international, regional, and national regulatory authorities, manufacturers, operators, users, and all RPA
stakeholders become well-informed and cognizant of safety issues that arise from the use of RPAs as well as possible legal
ramifications. The need for such awareness is amplified in light
of the many challenges raised by the impending integration of
civilian RPAs into non-segregated airspace.
The few cases discussed highlight distinct lacunae in the regulatory and legislative framework with regards to the operation of
this rapidly developing technology that has already had an immense impact on the aviation industry. Evidently, there are inconsistencies in the extent of rules regulating the use of RPAs
and, importantly, in the way that offenders are being treated. In
Matt Riedl, Legal, Privacy Issues Hover as Drone Use Becomes More Popular,THE
(June 14, 2014, 3:42 PM), available at http://www.kansas.com/
news/article1 146206.html.
209 Id.
210 See id.
208
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some countries there have already been a number of prosecutions; still in others there is no framework in place to deal with
RPA operators who violate procedures. Even where there are established rules, the cases discussed illustrate that violations are
handled in varying degrees of severity, which is reflected in the
diverse, inconsistent sanctions imposed that range from fines of
varying amounts to possible imprisonment. This non-uniformity
in regulating similar behavior is inequitable and creates an unjust legal environment. Such a system clearly contradicts the basic, entrenched principles of any legal system, namely, of
fairness, equality, and justice.
Policymakers and drafters of legislative enactments should ensure that the legal framework surrounding the use of RPAs guarantees that safety standards are being maintained and afford an
appropriate level of privacy protection while balancing the various stakeholder's interests. Legislators and regulatory authorities need to ensure the safety of both the general public as well
as the operators of RPAs. This is particularly true in light of the
projected integration of RPAs into non-segregated airspace
(proposed for enactment in September 2015 in the United
States 21 I and in 2016 in the EU). 2 12 It is very clear that it is a
mammoth task for national regulatory authorities to cope effectively with the rapidly expanding civil, commercial, and recreational use of RPAs, to draft effective regulations, and to monitor
the use of RPAs.
In addition, the lack of awareness of pertinent regulations
greatly impacts aviation safety, security, and privacy issues. It accentuates the need for a simplified, user-friendly, easily accessible manual or guide for all RPA stakeholders that would provide
awareness and knowledge of the applicable rules and regulations. Such guidance would act as a prophylactic measure, minimizing safety risks and limiting inadvertent infringements of
relevant rules and procedures.
VIII. CONCLUSION
"Ignorantia juris," or ignorance of the law, does not excuse.
However, the difficulty for RPA users, especially recreational
211 ALISSA M. DOLAN & RICHARD M. THOMPSON II, CONG. RESEARCH SERV.,
R42940, INTEGRATION OF DRONES INTO DOMESTIC AIRSPACE: SELECTED LEGAL ISSUES (Apr. 4, 2013), available at http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/R42940.pdf.
212 Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS), EUROPEAN COMMISSION, available
at http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/aerospace/uas/indexen.htm
(last
visited Mar. 14, 2015).
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users, to be fully cognizant of the laws, particularly the laws of
countries that tourists visit for a short duration, should be taken
into consideration. Laws are often difficult to access and
shrouded in technical legal terminology. They also may vary extensively from country to country.
In light of the absence of a comprehensive legal framework
outlining the rules, procedures, and policies for using recreational RPAs, there is a pressing need for the speedy development of accessible, concise, and understandable laws and
policies that are readily available to all RPA stakeholders and to
the public at large. Such would help to ensure the safe and legal
operation of RPAs, which are almost universally expected to
transform aerospace.
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